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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

1996 No. 1332

HOUSING, ENGLAND AND WALES

The Housing Renovation etc. Grants (Prescribed
Forms and Particulars) (Amendment) Regulations 1996

Made       -      -      -      - 10th May 1996

Laid before Parliament 22nd May 1996

Coming into force 17th June 1996

THE HOUSING RENOVATION ETC. GRANTS
(PRESCRIBED FORMS AND PARTICULARS)

(AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 1996

1. Citation and commencement  
2. Amendments  
3. Application  

  Signature  

SCHEDULE 1 — AMENDMENTS TO FORM 1
1. In question 3.15, against the entries for both “Attendance allowance”...  
2. In questions 3.37 and 3.39— (a) in the entry for...  
3. After question 3.37, insert— .  
4. For questions 3.42 and 3.43, substitute — .  
5. In question 3.45— (a) delete the entries for “Invalidity benefit”...  
6. In question 3.47, in the entry entitled “Annuities”—  
7. In question 3.51, for “Notes 52 and 53”, substitute “Notes...  
8. Against question 3.54A, insert “Note 52B”.  
9. In question 3.54B, insert at the end — .  

10. At the end of Section A, for “NOW GO TO...  
11. After note 27B, insert— You should answer “Yes” to this question if

payment of...
 

12. After note 42, insert— “Occupational pension” means any pension or other
periodical payment under...

 

13. At the end of note 43, add— If you or...  
14. In note 44, for the words “income tax” to the...  
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15. After note 44, insert— “Retirement annuity” means a periodical payment
under a contract or...

 

16. For notes 45 to 45C, substitute— Give the net amount if your pension or
retirement annuity...

 

17. In note 52, at the end insert “Please mention separately...  
18. Renumber note 53 as 52A.  
19. After note 52A, insert— You should answer “No” to this question where

the care...
 

SCHEDULE 2 — AMENDMENTS TO FORM 2
1. In question 3.15, against the entries for both “Attendance allowance”...  
2. In questions 3.37 and 3.39— (a) in the entry for...  
3. After question 3.37, insert— .  
4. For questions 3.42 and 3.43, substitute — .  
5. In question 3.45— (a) delete the entries for “Invalidity benefit”...  
6. In question 3.47, in the entry entitled “Annuities”—  
7. In question 3.51, for “Notes 51 and 52”, substitute “Notes...  
8. Against question 3.54A, insert “Note 51B”.  
9. In question 3.54B, insert at the end — .  

10. At the end of Section A, for “NOW GO TO...  
11. In note 18, for “these questions, you”, substitute “these questions...  
12. After note 26B, insert— You should answer “Yes” to this question if

payment of...
 

13. After note 41, insert— “Occupational pension” means any pension or other
periodical payment under...

 

14. At the end of note 42, add— If you or...  
15. In note 43, for the words “income tax” to the...  
16. After note 43, insert— “Retirement annuity” means a periodical payment

under a contract or...
 

17. For notes 44 to 44C, substitute— Give the net amount if your pension or
retirement annuity...

 

18. In note 51, at the end insert “Please mention separately...  
19. Renumber note 52 as 51A.  
20. After note 51A, insert— You should answer “No” to this question where

the care...
 

SCHEDULE 3 — AMENDMENTS TO FORM 3
1. In question 3.13, against the entries for both “Attendance allowance”...  
2. In questions 3.35 and 3.37— (a) in the entry for...  
3. After question 3.35, insert— .  
4. For questions 3.40 and 3.41, substitute — .  
5. In question 3.43— (a) delete the entries for “Invalidity benefit”...  
6. In question 3.45, in the entry entitled “Annuities”—  
7. In question 3.49, for “Notes 51 and 52”, substitute “Notes...  
8. Against question 3.52A, insert “Note 51B”.  
9. In question 3.52B, insert at the end — .  

10. At the end of Section A, for “NOW GO TO...  
11. For question 3.54, substitute—  
12. After note 26B, insert— You should answer “Yes” to this question if

payment of...
 

13. After note 41, insert— “Occupational pension” means any pension or other
periodical payment under...

 

14. At the end of note 42, add— If you or...  
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15. In note 43, for the words “income tax” to the...  
16. After note 43, insert— “Retirement annuity” means a periodical payment

under a contract or...
 

17. For notes 44 to 44C, substitute— Give the net amount if your pension or
retirement annuity...

 

18. In note 51, at the end insert “Please mention separately...  
19. Renumber note 52 as 51A.  
20. After note 51A, insert— You should answer “No” to this question where

the care...
 

  Explanatory Note  


